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Corn 
Spillover buying from yesterday’s limit up day kept corn positive as it closed 17 cents 
off the high up .072 at 5.245 for March futures. Weather in Brazil continues to show 
rain this week then turning drier next week with Argentina the same except for heat 
moving in mid next week. The past 2 days have seen massive volume in the corn 
market with yesterday the 2nd largest ever on USDA's January report day. Farmer 
was active once again today with selling and domestic basis remains defensive. CIF 
corn was un-changed but barge freight was up 10% on nearby demand. Ethanol 
production for the week averaged 941,000 barrels per day which is up 0.64% vs last 
week and down 14.06% from a year ago. Market is now going to focus on 2021 
acreage and the $64,000 question about China corn demand. There are a lot of 
moving parts to the acreage question (see Grain of Truth Special Report from 
earlier), but with prices where they are, we most likely will see the US surpass the 
high of 180.33 million combined acres of corn + soy in 2017. Right now, we are in 
the camp of 182-185 million combined acres but have heard talk of even higher 
numbers. The Chinese Ag Minister yesterday called for 20/21 imports of 10MMT, the 
USDA at 17.5MMT, and several analyst projecting +25MMT. With the activity we see 
and hear it is not hard to be in the 25 mmt camp. USDA export sales tomorrow are estimated to be 700,000-1,200,000MT. 
Beans 
Beans started the overnight firm, trading 16c firmer but the market sold off in typical sell the fact style to close 12c lower.  The 
USDA announced 464,000 mt of bean sold to unknown, 396,000 mt in old crop, with 68,000 mt in new crop.  A big chunk of 
the old crop was PNW late January / early February shipment.  There is a trucker’s strike scheduled to start on Feb 1 which 
could delay movements of beans to export facilities which may have helped force the sale.  CONAB issued their January 
production estimate today dropping 760,000 mt to 133.692 mmt.  This is 9 mmt more than LY.  This is one of the highest 
recent estimates, remember, the USDA left Brazil production unchanged at 133 mt yesterday.  Production reductions were 
largely in Mato Grosso with increases in the south.  Interesting to see CONAB with modest production drops as TStorm has 
suggested Mato Grosso had the third driest October, driest November, and 2nd driest December since 1979.  The three-month 
period ranks as the driest in recent history, followed by 2015, 2019, and 1982.  They also estimated Jan 1-11 had 2 inches of 
precipitation which was the fifth driest.  There continues to be disagreement with USDA reports as some are suggesting bean 
exports should be 2,325 mil bu which would lead to the tightest carryout ever, close to 50 mil bu.  Hard to say if the USDA 
would ever print a number that small.  Export sales are expected to be 300,000 – 700,000 mt in old crop with 100,000 – 
500,000 mt for new crop.  Meal sales are estimated to be 100,000 – 300,000 mt with Oil 5,000 – 30,000.   
Wheat 
The wheat complex had a day of mixed trade with a mixed close. WH was lower on the day, down 4 ½ cents at 6.60 ½ which 
is 20 cents off the session high. KWH is 3 ¼ cents higher at 6.25 ¾ and MWH 8 cents higher at 6.28 ¾. The key excitement 
in wheat is coming from Russian policy that has in place a 25 euro/mt tariff to kick in Feb 15 and the announcement today is 
that it may increase to 45 euro/mt March 15. The Paris, Australian, and Black Sea markets were higher on the day. Jordan 
and Bangladesh were buyers of wheat in tenders announced earlier in the week. Weekly export sales estimates are 250,000 
to 500,000 mt. Yesterday’s Supply and Demand report for wheat was lacking in the excitement of corn and beans. The USDA 
dropped the ending stocks 26 mbu to 836 mbu with the increased demand coming from feed and residual and adjustment 
required to reconcile the lower Dec 1 stocks number. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  Feb 
Corn Cif Nola  77+H 75+H 
Truck Hennepin 10+H 10+H 
Truck St Louis 39+H 40+H 
Iowa Interior UP 15-H 13-H 
Columbus CSX   
Fort Wayne NS 0+H 3+H 
Dlvd Hereford 95+H 100+H 
Dlvd PNW 105+H 115+H 
KC RAIL 23+H 23+H 
Nebraska Grp 3 14-H 10-H 
Dlvd Decatur 19+H 23+H 
Wheat Cif Nola 110+H 110+H 
Beans Cif Nola 89+H 80+H 
Truck Hennepin 16+H 8+H 
Truck St Louis 46+H 40+H 
Dlvd Decatur 20+H     20+H                                                                  
Dlvd Des Moines 30-H NA 
IL R Barge Frt. 450 440 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. $200 $450 


